PUBLIC NOTICE NO.79 /2019

Sub: Declaration of MEK/2 Butanone content as part of description in the Bill of Entry in respect of goods falling under CTH 3215, 3402 and 3814.

Attention of the Importers, Exporters, Custom Brokers and all concerned are invited to the Public Notice no 68/2019 dated 07.08.2019 wherein the items mentioned above when imported from manufacturer suppliers and imported by actual users were allowed to be assessed on 2nd check on the basis of MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) or PTR (Previous Test Reports)

2. In this regard representations have been received from trader-importers who import these items from manufacturer suppliers having MSDS / valid PTR to consider the same and assess their BEs also on 2nd check basis.

3. Considering the fact that the items imported by them are also supplied by manufacturers with MSDS carrying the details of contents of MEK/2 Butanone, it has been decided as below:

3.1 Para 4.1 of the PN 68/2019 is made applicable to the trader-importer also who import the items from manufacturer suppliers having MSDS / valid PTR. Accordingly, their BEs shall be finally assessed on 2nd check basis without testing by the department subject to the same conditions as mentioned therein at Para 4.1 of the PN 68/2019.

4. All other conditions mentioned in the PN 68/2019 would remain the same.

5. This issues with the approval of Principal Chief Commissioner.

- Sd -
(SUNIL KUMAR MALL)
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS
NS-I, JNCH

To:
1. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone-II, JNCH for information.
2. The Commissioner of Customs, NS-G/NS-I/NS-II/NS-III/NS-IV/NS-V, JNCH
3. All Additional/Joint Commissioner of Customs, JNCH
4. All Deputy/Assistant Commissioner of Customs, JNCH
5. All Sections/Group of NS-G, NS-I, NS-II, NS-III, NS-IV, NS-V, JNCH
6. AC/DC, EDI for uploading on JNCH website immediately.
7. Representative of BCBA/FIEO/Members of PTFC for information and circulation among their members and other importers/exporters for information.